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a b s t r a c t 

In the combustion process, the traditional furnace combustion control method cannot meet 

the control requirements with frequent variable loads. Firstly, for the combustion control 

system with the varying variable bias and bi-double crossing limit, the ranges of bias co- 

efficients are analyzed gradually. Secondly, the objective function is designed based on the 

excess air coefficient and the main steam pressure deviation signal. Finally, the genetic al- 

gorithm is adopted to optimize the bias coefficients to achieve better control performance. 

The simulation results show that the presented method can effectively improve the re- 

sponse speed and keep the excess air coefficient in the optimal combustion interval. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

With the increasingly stringent requirements on the combustion systems in production process, the industrial boiler is 

becoming a more and more important factor in the production technologies. Recently, the research on the boiler combustion 

process control has been attracted more and more attention, in order to improve the combustion efficiency and economy 

performance [1] . 

The boiler is a complex multi-input and multi-output systems, and the input and output signals are closely related, and 

interact to each other. The objects of boiler control mainly include: 1) mutually regulate the amount of fuel, air volume 

(air intake) and the amount of air volume; 2) ultimately guarantee the main steam pressure and negative pressure become 

stabilization; 3) persistently keep the excess air coefficient in the expected interval. Considering the excess air coefficient is 

an important indicator of the industrial boiler combustion control system, hence, if the mixing ratio of the air intake and 

the fuel quantity can be well controlled, the burned condition can be achieved [2] . In general, the excess air interval of 

optimum combustion is (1.01–1.1). The combustion control system of the conventional industrial boiler is used to control 

the ratio and adjust the combustion characteristics. However, this system cannot effectively avoid the problems of oxygen 

burning and oxygen combustion [3] . 

In recent years, the artificial intelligence (AI) has been a hot topic, and lots of intelligent algorithms have gotten much 

attention and been adopted to more and more practical areas [4–6] . In this paper, the intelligent optimization algorithm is 

presented to optimize the key parameters in the combustion control system with varying bi-double crossing limit; and then, 
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Fig. 1. The flow graph of varying bi-double crossing limit combustion control. 

the appropriate fitness function is designed according to the control requirements of this system [7] . The simulation results 

show that, the thermal efficiency of the optimized combustion system has been improved significantly, and the peroxy and 

hypoxia combustion problems has also been solved perfectly. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , the industrial boiler combustion control system and its working process 

are introduced briefly. Next, the optimization method based on the genetic algorithm (GA) is presented in Section 3 . In 

Section 4 , the comparison scheme is designed and the comparison results are shown in some figures and tables through the 

simulation examples. Finally, the paper ends with a summary ( Fig. 1 ). 

2. Variable biased double cross clipping principle analysis 

The main control variable is the main steam pressure in the industrial boiler combustion control system. In order to 

guarantee the main steam pressure stabilize closely at the set value, and improve the combustion efficiency under varying 

load conditions, the variable bias method can be adopted [8] . For the design of varying bi-double crossing limit combustion 

control system, the selection of the bias variable is related to the production requirements, and in this paper, the main 

steam pressure error e is selected as a bias variable, e is the error between the set value of the steam pressure and the 

measured value of the actual steam pressure. When the boiler load changes in a large range, | e | will increase, and reflect 

the boiler load change. Therefore, through changing e , a bias function can be corrected to make combustion system achieve 

stability [9] . The principle flow graph of varying bi-double crossing limit combustion control is shown in Fig. 2 . 

Using the error e as a bias variable, the bias function shown in Fig. 2 is corrected. The control effect of the varying 

bi-double crossing limit combustion control system is verified by analyzing the three load-changing processes (steady state, 

load up, load down) [9] . In order to guarantee the combustion safety, the combustion process must meet the principle: 

“when the load raises, the air pressure increases firstly; when the load decreases, the fuel flow decreases firstly”. The system 

flow graph of load up and load down is analyzed as follows. 

2.1. The load increasing process 

1) The air pressure regulating loop: A > M, the low value selector LS 2 is switched to M. 

• When the signal A increases persistently to larger than M, the low value selector LS 2 is switched to M, the signal A is 

turned off. Further, when M > D, the high value selector HS 1 is switched to M, which is converted as the set value of 
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